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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Uterine cervical fibroma is one of the REASONS FOR gynecological SURGERY. In this report, a Unusual procedure is presented which is more cultural than medical. The treatment is given, which is more a cultural other than medical reasons. Case report: The patient presented 26 yrs old virgin. Who has anemia and also risk of bleeding. These fibroids can usually be removed through the vaginal canal.

Cases Presentation: A 26 Y/O virgin who referred to Sarem hospital for severe bleeding. fibrome discharge was necessary. Abdominal myomectomy was our decision because of patient’s situation. 2 days after surgery patient was discharged. She was in good condition and by her family’s approval on Hymen’s health.

Conclusion: Abdominal myomectomy is the treatment of choice for Muslim girls who tries to preserve their virginty.
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